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PHP: apache_get_modules - Manual Version Description; 5.0.0: Became available when using Apache 1, or the PHP Apache 2 filter API. Before this time, it was
only available when using the Apache 2 handler API. How to List Compiled PHP Modules from Command Line ... These instructions are intended specifically for
listing compiled PHP modules from the command line. Iâ€™ll be working from a Liquid Web Core Managed CentOS 6.5 server, and Iâ€™ll be logged in as root.
PHP Tools - PHP Editors, PHP Modules, Add-ons, PHP Support ... Within the PHP Tools section you'll find a growing list of PHP editors, PHP modules and
add-ons, PHP support applications, PHP template modules, and more for PHP programming and code.

How To: Check PHP Modules With phpinfo | Liquid Web ... Say your PHP application is unable to load a needed PHP module. The first thing to check is to see if the
PHP module is available to the application. The best way to do that is with what is called a â€œphpinfoâ€• file. How to Enable/Disable PHP Modules on Ubuntu
18.04 & 16.04 ### Syntax phpenmod -v <PHP VERSION> <MODULE NAME> ### Enable module for specific php version phpenmod -v 5.6 mbstring phpenmod
-v 7.2 mbstring Use -s switch to define the SAPI to enable specific modules for specific SAPI for all PHP versions. PHP: get_loaded_extensions - Manual
get_loaded_extensions (PHP 4, PHP 5, PHP 7) ... This function returns the names of all the modules compiled and loaded in the PHP interpreter. Parameters.
zend_extensions. Only return Zend extensions, if not then regular extensions, like mysqli are listed. Defaults to FALSE (return regular extensions). Return Values.

Modules - tutorials - Zend Framework This is done in the applicationâ€™s config/modules.config.php file which is provided by the skeleton application. Update this
file so that the array it returns contains the Album module as well, so the file now looks like this: (Changes required are highlighted using comments; original
comments from the file are omitted for brevity. Using FastCGI to Host PHP Applications on IIS 7 ... Using FastCGI to Host PHP Applications on IIS 7. 12/05/2007;
12 minutes to read Contributors. In this article. by Ruslan Yakushev. This article describes how to configure the FastCGI module and PHP to host PHP applications
on IIS 7 and above. PV Modules - Go Solar California Home > equipment > pv_modules.php . PV Modules List of PV Modules. There are two versions of the list of
eligible PV modules that are available for download - Simplified and Full Data. The Simplified version is intended to show only basic information about the PV
modules such as manufacturer, model number, description, and PTC value.
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